submitted as supplements thereto, although not incorporated by reference, are referenced as part of the authorized hazardous waste management program under subtitle C of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. 6921 et seq.

[71 FR 11538, Mar. 8, 2006]

§§ 272.1552–272.1599 [Reserved]

Subpart CC—Nebraska

§§ 272.1400–272.1449 [Reserved]

Subpart DD—Nevada

§§ 272.1450–272.1499 [Reserved]

Subpart EE—New Hampshire

§§ 272.1500–272.1549 [Reserved]

Subpart FF—New Jersey

§§ 272.1550–272.1599 [Reserved]

Subpart GG—New Mexico

§ 272.1600 [Reserved]

§ 272.1601 New Mexico State-Administered Program: Final Authorization.


(b) The State of New Mexico has primary responsibility for enforcing its hazardous waste management program. However, EPA retains the authority to exercise its inspection and enforcement authorities in accordance with other statutory and regulatory provisions.

(c) State Statutes and Regulations.

(1) The New Mexico statutes and regulations cited in paragraph (c)(1)(i) of this section are incorporated by reference as part of the hazardous waste management program under subtitle C of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. 6921 et seq. The Director of the Federal Register approves this incorporation by reference in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 CFR part 51. You may obtain copies of the New Mexico regulations that are incorporated by reference in this paragraph from the New Mexico Commission of Public Records, State Records Center and Archives, Administrative Law Division, 1205 Camino Carlos Rey, Santa Fe, NM 87507. The statutes are available from Conway Greene Company, 1400 East 30th Street, Suite #402, Cleveland, OH 44114. You may inspect a copy at EPA Region 6, 1445 Ross Avenue, Dallas, Texas 75202 (Phone number (214) 665–8533), or at the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). For information on the availability of this material at NARA, call (202) 741–6030, or go to: http://www.archives.gov/federal-register/cfr/ibr-locations.html.


(ii) The following provisions provide the legal basis for the State’s implementation of the hazardous waste management program, but they are not being incorporated by reference and do not replace Federal authorities:

